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HOLLYWOOD, CA, UNITED STATES, August 23, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Hollywood Honda
Dealer Launches Lineup of 2019 Cars, Trucks, Minivans, & SUVs

Honda of Hollywood carries a wide range of models to meet Hollywood, Los Angeles, and
Glendale drivers’ needs. They are proud to announce a brand-new lineup of 2019 Honda models
including the Honda Odyssey, Honda Pilot, Honda Ridgeline, and more.

Those who have been anticipating the release of the latest Honda models can head into this
dealership to see the variety of new features and upgrades Honda has included on these newly
revamped models. Check a basic overview of some select 2019 models below and head into
Honda of Hollywood to get behind the wheel of a new car, truck, minivan, or SUV at a
competitive price.

2019 Honda Odyssey Offers Advanced Safety Features for Hollywood Drivers

The 2018 Honda Odyssey was named Best Minivan for Families by U.S. News & World Report,
but the 2019 model takes the minivan up a notch with an innovative interior, a powerful V6
engine, and advanced safety features. Those looking for an affordable and well-rounded family
van will appreciate the selection offered at Honda of Hollywood starting in the low $30,000s.

Introducing Hollywood Drivers to the 2019 Honda Pilot 

The Honda Pilot’s refresh for 2019 includes a significant amount of added technology and
updated styling. New features on top of last year’s award-winning model include an improved
nine-speed transmission, a new infotainment system with CabinTalk and CabinControl, and
standard Honda Sensing, a bundle of safe and convenient driver assists. See the available
selection of the brand-new Pilot starting in the low $30,000s with various colors, trims, and add-
ons at this Hollywood area Honda dealer.

2019 Honda Ridgeline Delivers for Active Lifestyle Drivers

Hollywood area drivers looking for a capable pickup truck that handles more like a midsize SUV
will appreciate this dealer’s inventory of the 2019 Honda Ridgeline. The truck offers myriad new
features ideal for an active lifestyle.The Ridgeline delivers whether a driver is towing, camping,
tailgating, hauling, commuting, or road-tripping. Drivers can browse available trims starting in
the low $30,000s and contact the dealership to schedule a test drive.

About Honda of Hollywood

Honda of Hollywood is a family owned and operated dealership founded in 1960. They serve Los
Angeles, Glendale, and West Hollywood drivers with a friendly and helpful staff, high-quality
customer service, a full-service bodyshop and collision repair center, and an excellent selection
of new and used Honda vehicles. They are committed to ensuring that the new cars that
customers drive off the lot will continue to bring exceptional quality and performance through
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the entire ownership experience. 

Contact Honda of Hollywood
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Harut Karapetyan 
harutk@hondaofhollywood.com
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